The American Library, Mumbai has following Marathi collection:-


2. A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khalid Hosseini / Marathi translation-Madhukar Pradhan


4. Anolkhi Wata by Shubhada Patwardhan/ Marathi translation of Unaccustomed Earth by Jhumpa Lahiri

5. The Attorney by Steve Martini / Marathi translation -Ajit Thakur

6. Audacity of Hope by Barack Obama / Marathi translation: Dharishtya Aashawadacha - Prakash Bhave

7. Biography of Helen Keller by Catherine Pearse / Marathi translation: Andhali -Shata Shelke

8. Catch Me If You Can by Frank Abagnale / Marathi translation -Jyotsna Lele

9. Change We Can Believe In by Barack Obama / Marathi translation: Nawyaa Disha Nawyaa Vata by Ajit Thakur.

10. Cheaper by the Dozen by Frank Bunker Gilbreth, Jack Canfield and Barbara Engelis / Marathi translation-Mangala Nigudkar

11. Chicken Soup for the Soul at Work by Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, Maida Rogerson, Martin Rutte and Tim Clauss / Marathi translation -Shamala Gharpure

12. Chicken Soup for the Soul by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen / Marathi translation-Usha Mahajan
13. Chicken Soup for the Woman's Soul by Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, Jennifer Read Hawthorne and Marci Shimoff / Marathi translation - Shamala Gharpure

14. Death Be Not Proud by John Gunthar / Marathi translation Maranachi Tama Kunala - Purushottam Dhakras

15. Dreams from my Father by Barack Obama / Marathi translation: Pravas Aatmashodhacha-Yamaji Malkar and Neeta Kulkarni

16. Everything Happens for a Reason by Kavita Daswani / Marathi translation - Chitra Walimbe

17. Giving by Bill Clinton / Marathi translation: Giving - Abhijeet Thite

18. Gone with the Wind by Margaret Mitchel / Marathi translation - Varsha Gajendragadkar

19. Grayson by Lynne Cox / Marathi translation: Balmasa - Vidula Tokekar

20. The House of the Seven Gables by Nathaniel Hawthorne / Marathi translation Shapit Vastu-Shankar Patil


23. I Lost My Love in Baghdad: A Modern War Story by Michael Hastings / Marathi translation - Anjani Narvane

24. It's not about the Bike: My Journey Back to Life by Lance Armstrong and Sally Jenkins / Marathi translation - Anjani Narvane
25. The Kite Runner by Khalid Hosseni / Marathi translation - Vaijayanti Pendse
26. The Last Lecture by Randy Pausch and Jeffrey Zaslow / Marathi translation Akheracha Vyakhyan-Avinash S. Darp
27. The Leader Who Had No TitleRobin Sharma / Marathi translation Shirshakavina Prabhavi Netrutvashilata -Dr. Kamlesh & D. R. Gogate
28. Leadership Wisdom -Robin Sharma / Marathi translation Netrutvache Shahanpan -Dr. Kamlesh & Sadanad Bhavsar
29. Little Women by Louisa May Alcott / Marathi translation: Chaughijani - Shanta Shelke
30. Loving Natalee by Beth Holloway. Marathi translation by Poornima Kundetkar. 198 pages, Rs. 240. ISBN: 9788184983012 -
32. Man Interrupted by James Bailey / Marathi translation - Vidula Tokekar
33. Marathi translation of Committed by Elizabeth Gilbert
34. Marathi translation of Eat Pray and Love by Elizabeth Gilbert
35. Mayada: Daughter of Iraq by Jean Sasson / Marathi translation Mayada Iraqchi Kanya-Bharti Pande
36. Memoirs of a Geisha by Arthur Golden / Marathi translation Mi Sayuri - Sunanda Amrapurkar
37. The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari - Robin Sharma / Marathi translation Sanyasi Jyane Apali Sampatti Vikali - Malti Joshi
38. Not Without my Daughter by Betty Mahmoody / Marathi translation - Leena Sohoni
39. Nothing to lose by Lee Child / Marathi translation - Uday Kulkarni
40. Ometo by Mario Puzo / Marathi translation -Anil Kale

41. One Shot by Lee Child / Marathi translation -Bal Bhagwat

42. Oxford English- English- Marathi dictionary

43. Rich Dad, Poor Dad by Robert Kiyosaki / Marathi translation -Bal Urdhwareshe

   ISBN: 978-81-8498-026-4

45. Second Lady by Irwing Wallace / Marathi translation -Ravindra Gujjar

46. The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People by Steven Covey / Marathi translation Ati Parinamakarak Lokanchya Saat Savayi-Vidula Tokekar

   320 Rs. ISBN: 9788184983166

48. State of fear by Michael Crichton

49. Swordbird by Nancy Yi Fan / Marathi translation Shantidoot -Manjusha Amdekar

50. Who Will Cry When You Die -Robin Sharma / Marathi translation Tumachya Mrutyu Nantar Kon Radnar Aahe -Malti Joshi

***************
The American Library, Mumbai has following Hindi collection:-

21 Indispensabe Qualities of a Leader (original author) Maxwell John C.
8 VI AADAT (The 8th Habit: From Effectiveness to Greatness) (original author) Covey, Stephen R
Aap Bhi Leader Ban Sakte Hain (The Leader In You) (original author) Carnegie Dale
Adhiktam Saphalta - (Maximum Achievement) (original author) Tracy Brian
Ati Prabhavkari Logo Ki 7 Adatein - (7 Habits of Highly Effective People) (original author) Covey, Stephen R
Babylon Ka Subse Ameer Aadmi - (The Richest Man in Babylon) (original author) Clason, George S.
Buland irade nishchit kamayabi (Of You Can If You Think You Can) (original author) Peale Norman Vincent
Business School, 2ND ED (WITH AUDIO CD) (original author) Kiyosaki Robertt
Chinta Chhodo Sukh Se Jiyo (HOW TO STOP WORRYING & START LIVING) (original author) Carnegie Dale
Hum Apko Ameer Kyon Banana Chahte Hain? (Why We Want You To Be Rich) (original author) Trump Donald J.
Lakshya (Goals!) (original author) Tracy Brian
Logon ko sarvashresth kaise banayein? (Bringing Out the Best in People) (original author) McGinnis Alan Loy
Lok Vyavahar (HOW TO WIN FRIENDS & INFLUENCE PEOPLE) (original author) Carnegie Dale
Mera Cheese Kisne Hataya? (Who Moved My Cheese?) (original author) Johnson, Spencer
One Minute Manager (original author) Blanchard, Kenneth
Prabhavshali Vyakti Kaise Banein? (Becoming a Person of Influence) (original author) Maxwell John C.
Rich Dad Poor Dad (original author) Kiyosaki Robert
Sabse Mushkil Kaam Sabse Pahle (Eat that Frog!) (original author) Tracy Brian
Sakaratmak soch ki abhut shakti (The Amazing Results Of Positive Thiking) (original author) Peale Norman Vincent
Sakaratmak soch ki shakti (The Power of Positive Thinking) (original author) Peale Norman Vincent
Saphal soch ke saphal jadoo (The Magic of Thinking Big Success) (original author) Schwartz David J
Soch badlo zindagi badlo (Change Your Thinking Change Your Life) (original author) Tracy Brian
Sochiye aur ameer baniye (Think and Grow Rich) (original author) Hill, Napoleon
Vade Jo Nibhane Hain (Promises to keep: the amway phenomenon and how it works) (original author) Charles Paul Conn

***************
The American Library, Mumbai has following Gujarati collection:-

1. Chicken Soup for the Soul, (Original author) Jack Canfield & Mark Victor Hansen
2. How to Enjoy Your Life and Your Job / Gujarati translation Jindagi Jivo Ane Kam Ne Mano by Rekha Udayan, (Original author) Dell Karnegi
3. How To Stop Worrying And Start Living / Gujarati translation Chinta Chodo Sukhe Thi Jivo, (Original author) Dell Karnegi
5. India, India, (Original author) Natwar Gandhi
6. The Leader Who Had No Title -Robert Kiyosaki / Gujarathi translation -Rajesh Patel.,
7. Leader Without Title by Robin Sharma / Gujarati translation Sheershak Vinano Aagevan, (Original author) Robin Sharma
8. Little Women / Gujarati translation Nanakadi Sannario by Mansukh Kapadia, (Original author) Louisa M. Alcott
10. Magic of Thinking Big, (Original author) David J. Swartz
11. The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari -Robin Sharma / Gujarathi translation -Purnima M. Dave,
13. Power of Subconscious Mind, (Original author) Joseph Murphy
15. Sales Secret, (Original author) Frank Bettger
16. The Seven Spiritual Laws Of Success / Gujarati translation Safaltana Sat Adhyatmik Niyamo translated by Aditya Vasu, (Original author) Dr. Deepak Chopra
17. Think and Grow Rich / Gujarati translation Vicharo Aane Dhanvan Bano, (Original author) Nepolian Hill
18. Videshini, (Original author) Panna Naik


20. Who Will Cry When You Die - Robin Sharma / Gujarathi translation - Purnima M. Dave,


*******************